2013 Paul C. Aebersold Award

Application Window: August 1 – December 1, 2012

Description

Every year the SNMMI Awards Committee selects an individual as the recipient of the Paul C. Aebersold Award for Outstanding Achievement in Basic Science applied to Nuclear Medicine or Molecular Imaging. The Aebersold Award is named for Paul C. Aebersold, a pioneer in the biologic and medical application of radioactive materials and the first director of the Atomic Energy Commission’s Division of Isotopes Development at Oak Ridge. It was first awarded in 1973 and honors outstanding achievement in basic science applied to nuclear medicine or molecular imaging. This prestigious plaque award is presented at the SNMMI Annual Meeting in June each year.

This award is traditionally a nomination award, but we will accept self-nominations.

Requirements

Nominees must exemplify outstanding achievement in basic science applied to nuclear medicine or molecular imaging.

A Primary Nominator is responsible for:
• completing this application
• collecting and attaching the CV for the award candidate
• listing up to 3 additional names of individuals who will write a letter in support of this award candidate; please include their contact information

An Award Candidate Supporter is responsible for:
• writing a letter in support of the award candidate

An Award Candidate may be responsible for:
• supplying the Primary Nominator with your CV

**When an award candidate is nominated, the application will be considered for three years in a row (unless selected).

Questions – please contact Kristi Padley, Development Manager, with any questions at KPadley@snmmi.org or at 703-652-6780.